Country of Origin:  India

Profile:
- Founded in 1973, and started producing needle roller bearings.
- In 1982 started producing bearings for automotive gearbox application (FIAT Italy collaboration)
- In 1986 opened a new factory and utilized testing & measuring equipment imported from Germany
- Currently produces over 2000 different bearings & configurations.
- Produce a wide range of ball & roller bearings for many specialized applications.
- ISO 9001:1999

Principal Series
- Large Cartridge Bearings – W200PP, W300PP
- Large Double Row Ball Bearings
- Thrust Ball Bearings
- Small Bore Spherical Roller Bearings
- Large inch & metric Needle Bearings

The above information is provided as a service and has been gathered from promotional material published by the manufacturer or from communications with the manufacturer. Although care has been taken to assure the accuracy, Bearings Limited does not assume liability for errors or omissions.